15 Phonics Lessons to practice sounds, words and sentences for young readers
Day 1
Sounds: a, e, u, d,
i, z, o, t
Words: met, nap,
seed, ten, mop,
wax
Sentence: I had a
can of mud.

Day 2
Sounds: : a, w, b,
p, i, o, l, g
Words: fed, may,
tag, let, log, wig
Sentence: Can I
feed the pup?

Day 3
Sounds: : x, e, y, o,
s, f, m, h
Words: deep, pit,
say, run, hop, set
Sentence: Dan
will need a cup.

Day 4
Sounds: r, a, j, i, c,
b, u, l
Words: sit, may,
cob, bug, hot,
seem
Sentence: I got a
big hug.

Day 5
Sounds: d,o, s, p,
e, b, x, n
Words: zip, sub,
vet, fan, feet, lab
Sentence: The
seed is in the pot.

Day 6
Sounds: z, a, x, w,
i, u, t, y
Words: yes, beet,
win, way, top, lap
Sentence: Mix: I
can see the men.

Day 7
Sounds: o, b, i, m,
u, f, w, e
Words: yet, feed,
hut, lip, bay, sad
Sentence: The
red wig is wet.

Day 8
Sounds: a, e, p, t,
n, s, h, g
Words: yam, wag,
ten, mud, say, lid
Sentence: Did you
win a cup?

Day 9
Sounds: w, y, e, i,
a, o, u, sh
Words: ship, bag,
cut, jet, rub, dim
Sentence: Set the
dish on top.

Day 10
Sounds: i, b, o, m,
d, e, u, g
Words: day, six,
cup, lot, pit, fun
Sentence: Rob
can fix the box.

Day 11
Sounds: d, a, m, v,
i, g, e, p
Words: fit, mad,
bin, map, feet, bun
Sentence: The
map is in the tin.

Day 12
Sounds: b, u, o, w,
j, p, s, f
Words: win, lay,
den, not, rag, gum
Sentence: I can
see a red top.

Day 13
Sounds: w, x, g, e,
i, o, r, z
Words: shed, bag,
jet, tip, hop, cup
Sentence: The
fish is in the pot.

Day 14
Sounds: o, f, c, x,
b, u, j
Words: tax, mob,
hip, may, got, seed
Sentence: I am
not the boss.

Day 15
Sounds: e, y, i, w,
s, v, a
Words: pig, hat,
hen, jog, pay, deep
Sentence: Did
Dan see a pup?
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